Kaiki conquered the Adharmic hosts and made them swoon away on the battle
eld to the joy of the Sakti damsels.
The Ten Avatara Nathas then made obeisance to Sri Devi and, promising to
intain Dharma and punish Adharma in every Kalpa by repeating these avatars,
Jmed to Vaikunta with Sri Lalita Devi's blessings.
Bhandasura then discharged Maha Mohanastra which made th-e Shakti armies
aint and swoon.
Sri Devi destroyed the Mohanastra and its effects on her armies by releasing
•nbhavastra.
By this time, the fourth and last day of battle was about to end; and the sun was
ing beyond Astadri. Without delay, Sri Devi took up the offensive; for she wanted
)ut an end to Bhanda and his hosts without giving him another chance at astra"
yoga. She therefore sent forth Narayanastra and destroyed all the akshouhini
lies of Bhandasura. She followed it quickly with Maha-Pasupatastra which went
h vomiting fire and destroyed the twenty four danava lords and all the relatives
ihandasura.
Lalita finally sent forth Mahakameswarastra and put an end to Bhandasura
self. Flames of Kalagni from Lalita's eyes went forth and burnt up Sunyaka
jara with all its populace. Soon, there was nothing left except the land strewn
}ashes!
The three worlds were filled with joy at the destruction of Bhandasura. Gone
? Bhanda, the terror of the three worlds; gone were Bhanda's cruel brothers and
s; gone were Bhanda's commanders and relatives; gone were Bhanda's hosts
I akshouhinis; gone were all his super-men, women and children.
Thus vanished Bhanda who had risen from the ashes of Kandarpa:
The Sakti-hosts beat their kettle-drums in joy and danced and sang praises
3 victorious Lalita. The rejoicing devas rained down showers of flowers. Deva-
idhubis sounded, and cool, scented Vasanta-breezes prevailed. The directions
ame peaceful; the skies became calm and pure. Deva Gandhrvas sang mangala
ranas while Urvasi and other apsaras danced. Devas, Gandharvas, Kinneras,
•udas, Uragas and others all praised Sri Devi's great skill and prowess in war,
s great joy.
Tumbura, Narada and Saraswati too sang, playing Jaya-Mangala gitas on their
sstial instruments. Vasishta and other Rishis recited Veda Mantras; while others
nted Adharva mantras into the fire of homa.
Followed by all the several devas, rishis and others, Lalitamba started on Her
rn journey from the battle-field.
Sampatkari Devi was in the fore-front. She was followed by Aswaruda Devi
i her celestial Pasayudha and all their respective armi-es on either side of Sri
i. Mantrini and Dhandini also followed.

